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CLOSEOUT NOTES:  WO SITE VISIT TO SWCC 

JULY 24 – 26, 2013 

I. OBSERVATIONS FROM SWCC FIELD VISITS 

A.  JOHN CROCKETT 
 

1. Thanks – Appreciated everyone’s time and passion for the work.  We know when WO visits it can 

be impactful.  We try to minimize that but we appreciate your extra work. 

2.  Recreation - Very nice to see the recreation component Amber shared on the Lincoln RD blended 

into the program.  Recreation is not big on other CFLR projects 

3.  Collaboration - It is clear and great to see that collaboration is not something new to the 

Southwestern Crown.  Collaboration has a long history here and it sounds like the various 

collaboratives are making it work.  I look forward to getting the information Marnie mentioned to 

help clarify how this works. 

• Marnie said she would send some information that should help connect the dots for me to 

understand how the SWCC and the different local collaboratives work together. 

4.  Concern – Funding Planning.  Concern for the role the Region is playing in planning funding.  

Glad to hear there was initial boost in funding to the Forests to help with planning costs.  Original 

premise of program was that the Regions would assure planning could be accomplished. 

5.  Biomass – Nationally biomass market is not in the best state.  The act assumed it could offset 

treatment costs – but we have to be flexible where there is no market, such as near the SW Crown.  

Don’t feel you have to maximize the biomass opportunity; just document the rationale why not 

feasible. 

6. Concern – Monitoring vs. Research.  When Universities are involved they tend to do research.  I 

hope the information Cory has promised will help tell the story and give me comfort that the SWCC 

is not doing research.   

• Cory said he is tracking the “research” that is occurring within the SW Crown but that is not 

being funded by SWCC CFLR dollars because it is “research” and will send that information 

to me. 

7. Action for WO – We heard loudly and clearly that “acres” accomplished should not be the driver 

for budgeting. Examples discussed were weeds and fuel treatments.   Rather there should be a 

means to allocate funding by social/ecological importance of the work. Even if a project has smaller 
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outputs it may be more socially and/or ecologically important then a project with lots of acres.  We 

will take this message back with us. 

8. Litigation – We heard that CFLR collaboration may be attracting litigation and we also heard that 

other things, outside of CFLR, may be influencing the amount of litigation that is occurring.  It is 

clear, regardless that something needs to be put in place to help this situation. 

9. Concern – Unified Strategy.  What is the glue that ties all of the SWCC projects together?  We did 

not hear a clear strategy articulated.  It appeared that Lincoln is focused on travel management, 

Seeley on wildlife and watershed improvements, and Swan on fuel reduction.  We shared that we 

are all working under the same strategy and that we will work to better capsulate and articulate 

that in the future. We also shared that each of the Districts shared different types of work for the 

benefit of the WO visit – but all 3 districts are working on fuel, forest restoration, watershed, fish 

and wildlife restoration aspects under the SWCC strategy. 

10. Concern – Match.  Two messages: use CFLR money for work above normal program of work; 

attract as much non-FS match as possible [in the field Jim and John indicated we should work 

toward half non-FS funding]. 

CFLR is a test of a hypothesis that if we provide money to do restoration work outside of our 

regular program of work it will attract more money, it will lead to getting more restoration on the 

ground, additional support and the use of the value of products to get more restoration work 

accomplished.  The SWCC does not have to prove the hypothesis is right.  We want to be able to 

Report to Congress – what “difference” did CFLR make.  In 10 years how is the condition better than 

it would have been without CFLR.  The SWCC is not starting from zero [with restoration work and 

partnerships].  Think how you can tell your story.   

11. Fuel Reduction – The Meadow Smith/Condon Fire was a GREAT example of how CFLR fuel 

reduction had a very real and important benefit to managing the Condon Fire last year.  I look 

forward to reading the article [success story] that was written about this and having it posted on 

the WO CFLR web site. 

 

B. JIM PEÑA 
 

1. Concern – Unified Strategy.  It was not transparent how all of the projects fit into a clear unified 

strategy.  What is the big picture that all 3, separate Forests, and separate Ranger Districts are 

aligned under. 

2.  Line Officer Involvement – There is no doubt there is good line officer involvement in this 

project.  There has not been a moment we have not had at least one line officer present – even with 

all the fire activity. 
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3.  Collaboration – Collaboration within the SW Crown has been occurring since before we as an 

agency recognized it’s value.  The CFLR program may not make as big a change here.  Nationally we 

want to know, can collaboration make a difference on a landscape. 

With the spotlight shinning on the CLFR program we don’t want to roll-over local groups. 

II. JOINT CBC, SWCC CLOSE OUT FOR REGION 1 

A.  JIM PEÑA 
 

1. Biomass – There is a road block to using biomass to offset costs.  It is not a stable economic 

contributor.  The original premise in the act is not played out in reality.  Work this issue through the 

Collaborative and if you don’t plan to use the biomass just explain why. 

2. Planning Funding - WO took a hard-nosed approach and interpreted that CFLR is not for 

planning.  We expected Regions to pay for the funding needed. There are discussions occurring in 

Washington concerning a portion of CFLR funding being eligible for use for planning. This is a 

programmatic issue that was day-lighted here.  Capacity is a limiting factor. We will talk with the 

Chief and have some executive discussions with the Regional Foresters 

3. Funding Timing –. At the beginning of the fiscal year count on having your full CFLR funding – do 

not wait for the Final Budget.  Get big contracts and agreements committed early. Expect an 8 – 

10% cut in other FS appropriations in FY14 – not in CFLR. 

4.  Funding – Match – Use CFLR as leverage to get others to do things you otherwise wouldn’t get 

done.  Using the Wildland CPR for road inventories is a good example of that.  You wouldn’t get that 

work completed otherwise.  

5. Line Officer Involvement – It was good to see the strong line officer involvement.  It is clear they 

know what is at stake here. There are a lot of folks looking to make CFLR successful, including 

Congress.  Seeing this type of line officer involvement sends a significant message. 

6. Legislation – It was good to see the familiarity with the Act by everyone and people using the 

language directly from the act. 

7. Litigation – The Region should have a plan of attack – a Litigation Strategy.  Faye shared that the 

Region does have a litigation strategy that is discussed as appropriate.  She shared that the pile up 

of projects when litigation occurs means staff are working on 3 years of work instead of 1 year – 

because of the re-work litigation often requires.  This re-work ends with the same work on the 

ground – it is just process.  If we didn’t have projects in litigation in Region 1 we would be over 

achieving all of our targets. 
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Another challenge we recognize is capacity issues and delays with the US Fish and Wildlife Service 

(FWS).  Faye said when the FS has to re-work something so does the FWS.  We had some discussion 

about consulting at a larger scale to reduce the consultation work load. 

8.  Collaboration Fatigue – We saw and heard about collaboration fatigue. It is frustrating for all to 

have long collaborative efforts with no outputs. 

Collaborative support from the Regional Office in R6 is different than here. 

Dale Harris said he believes collaborative fatigue can be resolved with good leadership. 

9. FUTURE – We are seeing a microcosm of the future.  The CFLR program is a forerunner of how 

we will be operating as an Agency in the future. 

10. Large Landscape Approach – By including more acres in planning efforts we believe you can get 

more “planned” and implemented with the same funds, or a little more, then it takes to plan for 

smaller projects.  Tony Tooke has things keyed up to provide some functional assistance/technical 

transfer.  We want to assure this is done equitably.  He is working on a NEPA tool box. 

As we move further from the field it is harder to know how much it takes to set ourselves up for 

success. 

11. RCAT – RCAT just looks at costs.  We may need to re-evaluate our approach to look at more 

impacts of fuel work then just costs.  There may be more relevant questions.  

 

III.  COMMENTS BY OTHERS 
 

1. Orville Daniels – The Question should be “are we doing a better job of listening and collaborating 

[through the CFLR program]?”  These are the long-term major accomplishments, not outputs. 

2. Gary Burnett – Let your partners tell the story.  It is a much stronger story if it comes from us – 

not just from the FS. 

3. Dale Harris – Please reach out to the leadership of individual collaboratives instead of relying on 

the CFLR Coalition.  I was a member of the CFLR Coalition and they are focused more on assuring 

the full CFLR funding is allocated. 

4. Todd Jackson – Max Baucus would like to help the collaboratives in any way he can.  I can 

communicate things to Spencer Gray [legislative assistant at US Senate] too if that will be helpful. 

  

IV.  FOLLOW-UP; ACTION ITEMS 
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Who What 

Marnie Send John Crockett information to help him understand how the SWCC 

and the different local collaboratives work together. {I.A.2} 

Cory  Send John Crockett the “research” you are tracking that is occurring 

within the SW Crown but that is not being funding by SWCC CFLR 

dollars because it is “research”. {I.A.6.} 

Sandy & Marnie Develop a clear simple articulation of the strategy all projects in the 

SWCC fall under.  {I.A.9. and I.B.1.} 

Sandy Send the article Ann Dahl wrote on Meadow Smith’s treatments role in 

the managing the Condon Fire. 

 

V. Participants 

WO RO FS SW Crown Partners 

Jim Peña, Associate Deputy Chief Faye Krueger Bill Avey Gary Burnett 

John Crockett – National Restoration & 

Planning Group Leader 
Gene DeGayner Tim Love Marnie Criley 

Elizabeth Reinhardt – Assistant Director 

Fire and Aviation 
Tom Martin Rich Kehr Todd Jackson 

Alex Gavrisheff – Deputy Director, 

Technology & Development 
Fred Bower Jim Innes  Dale Harris-CBC 

Jean Thomas – Water Rights/Uses Program 

manager, WFWARP 
Mike Niccolucci Sandy Mack Orville Daniels-CBC 

 Kate Walker   

 Phil Samson   

 Patti Koppenol   

 Liz Sloan   

 


